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of algebraic theta functions. 
Introduction 
In the paper [BKl], we used lVImnford's of theta functions to 
study the algebraic and of Eisenstein-Kronecker numbers, which are 
in the case of imaginary quadratic fields of the classicoJ generalized Bernoulli 
or rnore values of Hurvvitz zeta funt.ions. The purpose of 
this paper is to an overview of the the 
main 'vVe will first prove that the for .Eisenstein-Kronecker 
numbers is in fact a theta. function which we call the Kronecker theta function. 
This theta function differs from the two-variable Jacobi theta function studied by 
v"·"'"'·"'·cu factor. Then 'i\Te will show how to use Mumford's of 
and of this generating 
function. Using this result, when p is an ordinary construct a 
measure Eisenstein-Kronecker numbers. 1Ne will then use this measure 
to cons"trtlct the t'""wo-varia.ble measure? co11stru.cted by "Yager ~ interpolating 
special values of Heeke L-functions. Our construction may also be used to construct 
the two-variable p-adic m.easure constructed Manin-Vishik and Katz 
[Ka]. We refer the reader to [BIG] for details. 
The detailed content of this paper is as follows. Vve first review the cyclotOinic 
case to demonstrate the type of result we are aiming to prove. Let r := 2·iriZ. The 
cyclotomic analogue of the Eisenstein-Kronecker number is the following. 
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For any z0 E CC and integer b > 0, we let 
~* 1 
:= \ -----, 
L.,.; (zo + ny' b 
nEt' 
1 ""'* " wnere L, means the sum taken over all n E r other than - z0 i1 zo E r. 
The arithm.etic of eb is its relation to critical L-values Dirichlet 
characters. an ideal m Z and suppose x is a Dirichlet character of 
conductor f such that x( -a) = (- . Then we have 
on 
1 
subtract ! so that becomes an odd function and for 
Then 9zu is a generating function 
-' 'r -llb-1e* r L_.., \ 1 ·b 
b>O 
of ef: b > 0, where = 1 if x E r and is zero othenvise. 
i : ij '-+ c. If Zo E r ® Q, then the Laurent of g"O 




consequence of this fact. 
fix an embedding 
has coefficients m 
a 
to 
the algebraicity is a 
function, we can also construct a measure interpolating 
the values e'b this paper, we fix an embedding ip : Q "-t Cp, and denote 
W the of integers of the completion of the maximal extension of Qp 
in Cp. If zo is a torsion -j. 1 in Gm(C) order top, then gz0 (z) corresponds 
~ to a rational function defined over W, and we have 
J:}z0 (T) := 9,z0 (z)lz=log(l+T) E W[[T]], 
where Tis the parameter of the formal group Gm, with relation T = t -1. Using 
the standard dictionary between measures on Z;o and power series in W[[T]] (see 
[Hid]), we define the measure f-lzo to be the measure on Zp corresponding 
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Since ~og,T (1 + T)ar this measure satisfies the 
(b- 1) 
for b > L This measure may be used to construct the L-function interpolating 
critical L-values of Dirichlet characters. 
The of [BIG], and also of this paper, is to use similar ideas to 
Kronecker numbers. Let K be an irnaginary field with 
Vve assurn.e in this paper for ou.n~n"J' 
for the case. Fix an ideal f C Then there exists the 
some vV.ULI_HC'A rl E CC such that for the lattice r := the complex 
torus rc ;r has an 
s::: E(C). Let 
3.1415 · · ·, and 
nwdel E defined over K, with standard uniformization 
.4 be the area of the fundamental domain of r 




For zo, Wo E rc and 
to be the sum 
b > a+2, we define the Eisenstein-
where I:* means the sum taken over all 'Y E r other than -zo if Zo E r. We may extend 
the definition to a;::: 0, b > analytic continua.tion Definition 2.4). 
The arithmetic importance of is its relation to critical £-values of Heeke 
characters on K (12).) The observation for our research is the fact that the -''C'-'-"''u."r 
ing function, vv-hich plays the role of is given the Kronecker theta function 
8(z, w). Since this function is not a rational the translation ezo,Wo tv) Of 
this function is taken the of theta functions of Mumford, w-hich 
uses extra As an analogy of (2), we 
have 
(4) (z, + 
We will systematically use N[umford's theory to study the algebraic and properties 
of this In particular, we prove that e~, 6 (zo, is algebraic if zo, wo E r ® Q" 
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In addition, when p :2: 5 is 1n , we will prove 
statement for . ·we will then use this r-esult to construct a 
interpolating th.e values w0 ). At the end, we 
will use this measure to construct Yager's :measure critical values of Heeke 
a two-variable when p is supersingular 
Eisenstein-Kronecker numbers will be in a paper [BK2]. The construc-
tion of the two-variable distribution as in [BKl] and [BK2] an important role 
in explicit calculation of the 
results of [Ba] to two variables. 
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§ 2, Kronecker theta function 
In this section, vre define and 
Lerch series and Eisenstein--Kronecker numbers. Then, after reviewing the of linG 
bundles and theta functions on a general complex torus, we prove that the Kronecker 
theta function is a function of Eisenstein-Kronecker numbers. In 
this section, we let r be a general lattice c. 
Definition 2.L Let a be an integer 2 0. For z, w E 
the Eisenstein-Kmnecker-Ler·ch ·n.,-.u·'··''-"n R-a w, s) by 
(5) ~* (~ _j_ ;y)" Ka(z,w,s;r) =)' I·· ' 1.1 (r,w) (Res> ~"'Er z + 1 ·~·' + 1), 
where 2:::* means the sum taken over all')' E r other than -z if is in r. 
we define 
We omit r from the notation if there is no fear of confusion. The function Ka(z, w, s) 
may be continued analytically in s as follows. 
Proposition 2.2. w, s) contin·u,es 
meromorphically to a function o·n the whole s-plane, with possible poles only at s = 0 
(if a= 0, z E r) and at s = 1 a= 0, wE r). 
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Proof. [W] VIII for the proof. 
From the definition of Eisenstein-Kronecker-Leroh 
equations. 
Lemma 2.30 
as a real 
Let a be an ?'nCrPniPT 




w, s + 1) 
- s)Ka-1 w, s) 
OwKa(z,w,s) = 
Eisenstein-Kronecker numbers are defined as follows. 





gers a :2: 0, b > 0, 
formula 
For any z0 , w0 E CC and inte-
Eisenstein-Kronecker number the 
,wo, b). 
Vve next review the theory of line bundles and theta. functions on a l"."'-""·t<H L·VJu .. q .. uc . .,.. 
torus following 1Vtun1tc•rd 
consider the complex torus '1r = 
the theorem. 
Theo:eem 2.5 (Appell and Humbert). clasBes 
w,.,~.~.,.r,·m.·,,,. line bnndles on '1r is to th.e gm·up 
H is a Hennitian on V. 
cc A-+ iB a map such that + 
= exp(1riE(r, 
One may construct from a pair (H, 
rneromorphic section of L(H, a) over '1r is 
satisfying the transformation formula 
(6) 
a line bundle L(H, a) on 1' = V/ A. Any 
a meromorphic function {) : V -+ CC 
Definition 2.6. We call any meromorphic function {) : V --+ CC satisfying the 
transformation formula (6) a reduced theta associated to L(H, a). 
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Example 2L 7. We define to be a red_uced theta function associated to 
L(H, for V = 
The divisor is 
( 1 1 E 2r 
l l--1 otherwise. 
w-e normalize this function so that =1. 
The function B(z) is the 'vVeierstrass a-function 
factor. This function was used Roberts [Robl] in his construction of elliptic units. 
Example 2.8 
theta :function 
vVe define to be the I{ronecker 
is a reduced theta function associated to the line bundle for 
H( )= ZJ. 1rA 
1'1"'?2 -1'2"'?1 
---------2A 
This line bundle is the Poineare bundle. The divisor of is /'1- (Ex x E) 
of , ;vhere L1 is the of the map x H (x, -x), and the residue at z = 0 
and ·w = 0 is the const::mt one. This function satisfies the transla.tion formula 
(7) + ')'l,'W + 
for any /1, 'Y2 E r_ 
Vi!e vvill next give a relation between the Kronecker theta function and Eisenstein-
Kronecker-Lerch series. 
Lemma 2.'9. Let := exp 
the 
1. the 
2. f(z, zs a ·in z and w, simple 
when z E r or w E r. 
3. The residtw at z = 0 and w = 0 is to one. 
The proof is given in [BK1] Proposition Ll2 (ii). D 
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'I'heoren1. 2"10 (Kronecker)" 
13(z, 
By the nrnr,.on-·hr 
8(z,w)- exp [zw/AJ 
[zw I _ =exp A~ k1 w, 1). 
the difference 
function on CC2 
69 
Since 
hence has no nonzero 
the above difference must be zero as desired. D 
The above 
for the values 
iS ·used tO pr0V8 that ezo,WO below is a generating function 
'l~heorem 2.1L For a'TI/fJ zo, wo E let 
th,is ( 4). 
Let exp 1J)' Then Lemma we 
have 
W, b) = -bk-o+b+l b + 1), 
OwKa+b(z,·w,b) = -Ka+b+l ·w, 
Hence vrhen z0 , w 0 cf_ L the coefficient of z and w in the Taylor 
z0 , + 1u0 , 1) at the origin is 
~"" ~ f 1 )a+b \- l' ____ c_ _ _;,_-'-:-··-c-------
a,)b2:0 
definition and the is 
[wo.:Zol __ [(z+zo)w+(w+wo)zl if exp . A J exp ------x-----J L'-1 
to 
+ zo, w + wo, 1). 
Since at the origin and the second 




exp [w0z0 /A] , w0 , b). The case when z0 or w0 E r follows using a similar ar-
gument, paying careful attention to the poles of w). See [BIG] §L4 for de-
tails. 0 
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§ 3. Algebraidty 
bra.icity of such numbers. Let 
as in the introduction, and let f be of complex 
multiplication, there exists an curve E and an invariant differential w defined 
over K and a number uniformization 
where r lattice of w. We first prove that the Laurent 
has coefficients in K. 
at the has in 
1(. 
We first prove that the of 
in K. Take an a E such that a Et Z. 'I' he function 
to to rational function of E defined 
over I<. Hence the Taylor expansion z in K. The 
statem.ent for is obtained 
coefficients. The statement for since 
0 
Remm·k 3.2. The condition a Et Z is necessary to compare the 
coefficients of and (z). Hence the that r has an Og-structure 
an 
In order prove of the Laurent of , we 
will use the theory d.ue to Mumford. We first review the 
torus 1l = that T has 
model A defined_ over a number field with an 1r ~,., A(C). 
be a theta function associated to L, satisfying the translation formula (6). We 
assume in addition that 
1. t9 ( v) is odd, in other vvords = -t9(v). 
2. The divisor of '19( v) (the theta divisor) is defined over F. 
allows us to deduce the properties of 
at v = 0. 
at arbitrary torsion points from its property 
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We take a Vo E rQJ ®A to a torsion of A .. We let n be an 1 n1-acr"'·~ 
such that 'l?iVo E 2A, and we let Qo be a such that = vo. Then we have the 
Lemma 3.3. The 
Z3 m v a·nd is 1J.rith to A. 
H is a hermitian the in v. 
The follows from the transfoLmation formula our 
choice of n .. D 
Vie have assumed that the divisor of is defined over F. Then from the 
" or , we see that the divisor of is deflned over 
there exists some constant c E C x such that the function 
function on A defined over . Since 
of coordinates v r-~ v + 
! 
= exp 1 
L 
, we ha-.re 
-1 . 




to a rational function defined over .l·? 
+nv 
This u~·vv<.,v, .. , of first taking q0 in order to remove the constant c is the 
Vve define Mumford's theta function point vo) 
(v) := 
Then we have 
[ ;-( . nR_( )] = exp --IT .d v, vo) - 2 ' vo, vo + 
This that 
of the choice of c. 
in Mumford's 
Since r( v) corresponds to a rational function defined over F, one may deduce algebraicity 
results at v = 0 for from corresponding results for 
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Since is odd and its divisor L':i -- (E x {0}) - x E) is defined over K, 
we may apply the above Let zo, Wo E r ® Q, Then by definition, we have 
I wozo - z0w0 l 
= exp I ·2 4 -J 
L "-
This gives the theorem, 
'I'heorern zo, Wo E r®Q. Then the La·urent e.'Epansian (z, 
at the has 
Since difference bet"f;;1een and is a root of it is 
sufficient to prove the statement for In the construction , we may 
take to be a rational function on B x E defined over R. Hence the 
at the has coefficients in Since 
, our assertion now· follows from Lemma 3. L [] 
function for Eisenstein-Kronecker the 
Theorem. 3.5 Let r be as (1bove. For any Zo) 'Wo E r @ Q and 
a > 0, b :2': 0, we have 
EK. 
§ 4. 
In this ot•c;,,:cUll, Vle prove of the Laurent eAI.Jcu.!,wJu 
the variable of the formal ,,,.,~''""''"'', v.rhen the elliptic curve E h_as 
reduction at p, 1Ne will then use this fact to construct 
Eisenstein-Kronecker numbers. 
n1easures 
Let p :2': 5 be a 
to saying 
of E over 
for ~;~;hich E has 
reduction at p. \life denote 
t= and we denote 
reduction. This condition is 
vVe fix a VVeierstra.ss model E 
the formal group 
the formal 
E w·ith respect to the 
of l. We also 
an embedding ip : Q c....f Cp such that the is , and let VV be 
the ring integers of the of the rnaximal unramified extension of Qp as in 
the introduction, Then we have the 
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Lemma 4.1 ([BGS] Proposition IIU). We let .- lz=>,(t) be the 
of the at ,z = 0 W'ith .:\ ( t). Then we have 
r 1e(t) E W[[t:]] X 0 





The statement follows from the 
be the 
with z = .:\(s) and w c,;:;; 
E VV[[s, t]]. 
lemma and the definition of B(z, 
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D 
Again using the raethod of 
1JJ) 0 
vre rnay prove a statement for 
Theon:::m 4,3. Let Zo j too E r ® Q be toTsion 
top, and lz=J,(s),w=A(t) be 
Laurent •~:,;w,,n.~urfl, with 
have 
t) := t)- E 
Since the difference between f)zo,wo and is a root of of order 
prime to p, it is sufficient to prove the statement for . In the construction of 
, we may take p( z, w) hence w) so that it is defined over W. the fact 
'l t 'l J ,, t t'· I' l ,2 >< f of· t .. b,e c 1a- -c 1e po .es or a, ~ne LOnna ~ ,_ 1s 
the origin 
t]]. 
By into the e~;;,wo ([n]s, [n]t) = [n]s, the inverse 
power series of and [n.]t, which also have coefficients in 
W(.s-l,r 1][(s,t]]. Our assertion now follows from the explicit shape of the of 
ezo,Wo D 
Remark 4.4. In the above theorem, the condition that p is ordinary is crucial 
in proving the integrality. The coefficients of Bz0 ,w0 (s, t) is p-adically unbounded when 
pis supersingular 
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VVe use the above theorem to construct our p-adic measure. It is known that there 
exists an isomorphism_ of fonnal groups 
over W, which is expressed in the form ) -1 some suitable 
Oil E vvx, We let + · · · be the inverse power series of , and we 
let 
Using the standard between p-adic measures on and formal power series 
in , we may define the m.easure ,Uzo,wo as follows. 
Definition 4.5. Let zo, Wo E r ® Q be torsion points of order top. We 
define f--lzo,wo to be r.neasure on x Zp characterized the formula 
(1 + (1 + 
When Zo' Wo (j r, w-e have 
for 81og,T· Since 
the equality z =A o t(S), and 
of Eisenstein-Kronecker 
the measure ~Lz0 ,w0 in this case satisfies the 
(11) = (-- (b-
for integers a ? 0 and b > 0, VV"hen z0 or wo E r, we cannot calculate the 
n-rrw·.,A,.hr of Mzo,wo 0 'We calculate instead the \Jl.C"D~V.t!. nr.--.ni"r\c\1 of the 
), . ~· s to ('7lpx ') 2 [BI-'-?1] '1.6 reSLrlCI,l0l1 01 f-Lzo,wo fLI ~ ~ 
Reinark 4.6, 
Teitelbaum [ST], we 
, extending previous results of Boxall [Box2] and Schneider-
a theory distributions to two-variable 
power series which are not necessarily tJ-.uu,t~~· 
supersingular case. 
vVe use the measure f--lzo,wo to construct the two-variable £-function of Yager 
[Yag], interpolating values of Heeke We first review the relation 
between Eisenstein-Kronecker numbers and Heeke £-functions. 
Let rp be a Heeke character of K of infinity type (1, with values inK. Assume 
in addition that the conductor f of rp is to p, and assume = 1, where wr is 
the number of roots of unity in K congruent to one modulo f. Then there exists a 
curve E over K whose Grossencharakter is rp. We fix a Weierstrass model of E 
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over with good reduction at p, and let r be its lattice. Let 0 be a 
number such that r = Of. The Heeke L-function , s) for a 2: 0 may be expressed 
in terms of Eisenstein-Kronecker-Lerch series as follows. 
'-a.' ~ (cp,s)=L , 0, s; f) 
a 
0, 
Since A := A(r) = 
of K, the above 
)= ill</ 21f) , w·here is the discriminant 
~~""\ 




Kronecker numbers. vVe now define the measure as follows. 




Then this measure satisfies the 
=I \ 
FaT any 
( • • 1 I 2?r -ja b-1). 1---L'dK 
a 2: 0 and b > 0, we have 
This is [BI<l] Proposition 3.8, and follows essentially fron1 the interpolation 
"'"''n'",.., .. ., ( 11) of . The crucial step in the proof is the explicit calculation of the 
restriction of the rneasure on to cz; r;J. This is done by calculating the translations 
roots of unity the power series (s, t) used in defining the measure, and 
then a certain distribution formula. See [BKl] §2.4 for details. D 
The measure Jtzo,wo may also be used to construct the two-variable p-adic £-function 
of Manin-Vishik [MV] and Katz [Ka]. See [BIG] §3.3 for details. 
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